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Nd filter calculator app ios

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. The Long Exposure Calculator is a utility that helps you determine the correct exposure time/shutter speed when using the Neutral Density filter. Features:- Very easy to use- Includes a countdown timer if exposure time is 10 seconds or more.- Supports up to 20 compatible filteriPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch stops. Aug 27, 2020 Version 3.0.0 Thank you for using the Long Exposure Calculator! Here's what's new in this update: - The redesigned and simplified UI-Alarm option at the end of the iOS timer dark mode supports Simplicity. Function. Ease of use. Technically feasible. Do what is written on the description. Versatile: Alternative ND filter
notation:Filter Factor (ND1024)Density Filter (ND 3.0)Users can also specify a Shutter Speed EV Step to match camera settings (1/3 step, 1/2 step, or 1 Step). It also has a Dark color scheme (white on a black background) and a light color scheme (black over a white background). Good. I've been using the app for over a year now. Very simple and easy.
That's what we need a beautiful interface! This gives you the option to choose a smaller exposure increase. Worth 5 stars! Developer Website Application Support Privacy Policy I have tried to use this app in all settings and environments and I always get the same results,,,,, NO NEED FILTERI shoot outside in full sunlight and I know I need to use an ND filter
but according to the app, I don't. Hi, thanks for your feedback. If you're feeling late getting filter recommendations, you can go to the settings page and lower the value for the desired dynamic range. This will affect the manual and automatic mode and give you early filter recommendations. The best value depends on your workflow, so you might try to drop it
step by step and see if the results match your expectations. To get the best results on your camera, always shoot in RAW mode, adjust exposure to match the sky highlights and restore shadows in post processing. By doing so, you can often get away without using filters (even in broad daylight) but shadows may appear black in live view cameras. It
depends on the camera sensor. This app works very well as a long lighting calculator for beginners in long exposure photography as well as professionals. The app's design is great and everything goes straight to the point. I am grateful for the lack of annoying ads. It's all me at least what I expected in a paid but free app. The alarm at the end of the timer will
be fun, I don't use it very often. I use this app every time I take a photo of a long exposure during the day using a neutral density filter. It's much more efficient than reference cards or many other applications I've seen. Overall, it's very simple, effective, efficient, and easy to use for photographers of any skill level. Although, I hope that that including openings.
In addition, what is the base shutter speed with or without an ND filter? Apple Mac iPad iPhone Watch TV Music support Use the NiSi Filters Australia app to calculate exposure time when using nisi ND filters. Choose a basic/normal shutter speed before adding filters to the camera. Then select your filter and the new exposure time will be counted. If the
exposure time is more than 30 seconds the timer will also be available to count down the exposure time. Available FREE on the App Store. I am all for tools, software, and systems that make life as a photographer a little easier. Anything that can keep my simple brain from working too hard and give me a headache is something I want to try. The difference
between getting shot and missing can sometimes be very thin, and when you use a neutral density filter in rising or decreasing light, calculating the exact exposure time can maximize the chances of making sure your image is exposed correctly. I regularly use ND filters such as stop 6, 10 stop and 15 stop in NiSi Filters product range. Pair them with
polarisers and grad filters and exposure times quite often can push into minutes. It's not unusual for me to take six or seven minutes (or even longer) of exposure. With a limited period of time during the time I often shoot (sunrise + sunset) and shifting the light there is often a small window of opportunity to get the shot I want. I've been using and
recommending ND calculator apps for a while. Now I'll say this before anyone leaves a comment about it – I don't need an ND calculator app to know the time of my exposure. With experience and little knowledge of how light stops are calculated in the lighting triangle anyone can do it. But to speed up the application process can be very useful. I've tried
almost every app I can get in the iOS app store and even some on Google Play. I keep coming back to NiSi Filters ND Calculator App and here's why. The interface in NiSI Filters ND Calculator App is very intuitive and easy to use. In fact I can use it without giving myself a headache in the process of  NiSi Filters ND Calculator App Interface There are two
basic things you need when calculating exposure time using an ND filter and they are the basic lighting time calculated by the ND unfiltered meter reading on the lens + density and the type of filter you will use to take exposure. With NiSi Filters ND Calculator App these two things are laid out very intuitively in two fields that can be easily looked at with
requirements. In the Shutter Speed field All you have to do is choose the base shutter speed your camera has calculated without any filters. In the Select Your Filter field you select a filter, or a combination of filter densities that you will use to take your picture. Third field in Shutter With Filter calculations, and this is the exposure time you need to use to
properly expose your scene using the ISO and the exact same aperture as you used when performing the initial meter reading for the Normal Shutter Speed field. If you need instructions on how to use the app, there are options available in the upper right corner that take you to a very useful tips page. This will guide you through the process and will assist you
in ensuring you use the right information to calculate the time of your exposure. In the NiSI Filter ND Calculator Application there is a help screen for those who need it. The interface is very intuitive and you really can't go wrong if you enter the right information. Number of Neutral Density Filter Calculations Something that struck me quite clearly when I first
started using the app (I personally use an Apple device so I use the iOS version) is the number of variations available in the Select your Filter field. If you know anything about the NiSi Filters product range, you will notice that in Australia the straight neutral density filters available for purchase are 3 stops, 6 stops, 10 stops, 15 stops and 20 stops. So why is
there use for calculations like 5 stops or 7 stops? This is a fairly easy answer - the ability to calculate exposure when stacking filters. As soon as you start stacking ND filters with other filters such as polarisers (generally 2 stop density) and grad filters your exposure time may vary due to additional filters. Having extra stop calculations available in the app can
be very useful for this. Here are tips if you stack your filters – if for example you have ND 6 stop and 3 stop soft grad, you may need to allow a little extra time as shown in the Shutter Speed With Filter field depending on how much composition you cover with the grad filter. This isn't always a requirement because grad filters are designed to balance lighting in
certain parts of the scene. But I have found that I am sometimes less developed for the scene if I don't compensate for the additional grad filters used. I will not add 3 full stops to the calculation because only part of the grad filter is 3 full stops in density. But perhaps one additional stop may be required depending on that scene. Ahhhhh neutral density filter....
Magical and mystical pieces of glass that seem to magically turn a scene into a glorious work of art on your camera. There is actually science behind the calculations involved with the ND filter. And the NiSI Filters ND Calculator app can help make it a little easier. NiSi Filters ND App Store Availability The NiSi Filters ND Calculator App was developed in
house by the team at NiSi Filters Australia &amp;amp; New Zealand. Initially this app was only available in the iOS App Store, but recently also launched on Google Play for Android devices. This means the app is now available on most mobile devices. Android apps are much more difficult to develop due to the combination of possible screen resolutions. If
you don't make the app compatible with all screen sizes you might end up with an app that some people can use instead of others. Fortunately for iOS app developers it is much easier and less complicated to develop. I know the team behind the development will work to make sure the app is very easy to use and constantly updated according to user
requirements. Overview of NiSi Filter ND Calculator Overview As mentioned above I have tried many different ND calculator applications over the years. More often the interface is not very complex or just not intuitive at all. I have used several applications that are limited to the product line of certain neutral density filter manufacturers and they do not allow
additional calculations to stack filters. This app is created by photographers so they understand what is needed and what is not. Overall I would recommend this app to anyone who wants to simplify and speed up the process of counting expsoures times without giving themselves a headache in the process. You can also use the information available to help
you understand variations in stop of light in cases where any app cannot be used, for example when your phone has a flat battery. You can download the app for free here - NiSi Filters ND Calculator - iOS App Store NiSi Filters ND Calculator - Comments Comments Google Play comments comments
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